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About This Content

This is the Oculus Rift version of MORTEM.

MORTEM is a first person horror game, developed by Nighthood Games.

You are Timothy Collins. You arrive home late from work and enter your house. At first the silence is so deep, you realise that
none of your family is home.

But then there’s a creak in the walls and a chill down your back. The voices in the dark are almost familiar.

Your home reverberates with revenge. MORTEM wants to play with you. Her favourite game is Hide and Seek, but beware, it
comes with deadly consequences, and she might not have come alone. Toggle your lights on and off, watch out for her friend

Vindicta, run and stop. Explore the house and the woods owned by the prestigious Collins family.

The question is, who will survive?
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Title: MORTEM - VR Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Nighthood Games
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD R9 290 equivalent or greater.

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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All players need this DLC to play the missions included.. Hello, thanks for reading my review for Kill to Collect.

You control a hero through arena like rooms against a group of enemies, clear one room go to the next, until you find the exit to
the next floor. There are challenge rooms with more difficult groups for more rewards, at the level exit you can buy upgrades
for your heroe, more attack power, speed, faster skill reload you know the drill. The controls are very smooth, if you learn the
enemies attack patterns you can go on and on without loosing a bit of your health bar. Your heroes have 1 direct attack skill, a
special skill like stun and an ultimate. All 4 available heroes play different. The grafics look nice, more comic style, the music is
excellent. Your level upgrades are not persistent, they are lost when you start a new mission. You can get permanent perks for
credits earned by the missions. Those are starter kits, like more medipacks or some power ups when you start.

You can play online with up to 4 players. No local coop.

If you like twin stick arena shooter like smash tv, this is a very good addition to your collection.

Have a nice day.. Better than a lot of JRPG. A true AAA ARPG with Chinese fantasies.. Average point&click adventure game.
I can't describe why but, simply I didn't enjoy it.
Graphics are so-so, story is so-so, puzzles are so-so and voice acting is terrible.. Love being able to get right up next to famous
paintings. The painting are detailed enough that you can see the texture of the oil paintings.
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I just got my Vive and wanted to explore a relaxing enviroment. That's exsactly what I got, it's happy, a little spooky but in a
inviting way. The atmosphere makes it clear the game is glad to have you here. It's like going on a imaginary adventure when
your a kid, everything is so happy and at your own pace.

My recommendation is to not try to "beat" this game, instead take your time and enjoy it. There is no rush, and if you try to rush
through the game you'll be left with a source taste in your mouth because the game is so short. But if you instead really take
everything in you'll get a nice walk through a friendly cavern.
. Game has potential. Great concept to include seasons and flooding. Resources ebb and wane as a result. Makes the player
prioritize and plan accordingly. Otherwise, you die. Crafting is somewhat minimal at the time of this review, but you can see the
developer is actively fixing bugs and updating crafting issues. It is certainly an alpha feel, but it is playable in its present form. If
the developer stays on top of the game development it will be a neat crafting\/survival game with it's own twists to compliment
the genre. I give it a thumbs up for now.. Can pop wheel stands 10\/10. 2.5 hours at the time of review. I do not mean to revise
this, so expect a messy review.

Cosmophony is, in general, quite a fun rythmic shooter. I actually found myself needing to use the music to manuever
throughout the levels! There are 5 levels, split into 10 sections each which you can practice individually in the practice mode.
Graphically, this game at first gave me a bad impression, but then i ignored the graphics and started to see through to the
gameplay.
My biggest complaint about this game is that the level can launch things at you so quickly that it almost seems unfair the first
few times you play. It could call itself fair by saying that you could get past these obstacles with ninja-like reflexes, but it still is
something that will make you rage. There's also quite a difficulty spike once you get to level 4. I found myself beating the first 3
levels in an hour, and then that level took me about 1.5 hours (I still have not beaten level 5).. Passed with friend 3 levels only -
it was interesting but both of us are sick (when you drive+shoot - it's not bad, but if you drive only - it's awfull)
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